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Known for anticipating the needs of professional caregivers, families and patients, Wieland provides 

comfortable and innovative solutions with thoughtful options and accessories. 

We’ve specifically designed patient room furniture considering evidence-based research. Research 

confirms patient outcomes improve when families are present and participate in the recovery process. 

All of our patient room furnishings are offered with easily cleanable materials, including solid surface, 

powdercoated metal, urethane, thermoform and nylon.

To learn more about the real benefits Wieland offers for mother-baby applications, contact your rep  

or visit wielandhealthcare.com.

Comfortable for new dads and relatives alike, with an 

array of options, allay offers ottomans, storage drawers, 

a trundle bed and other features rarely found in patient 

rooms. One easy pull with the integrated handle and the 

sofa changes to the sleep position. Available in several 

lengths, and with a soft top arm option that extends the 

sleep surface 8 inches, allay is a popular solution for 

mother-baby suites of any size.

The amigo table pairs seamlessly with the allay sleep 

sofa, providing a pull-up table surface with cantilevered 

top. Amigo is available in round or square top varations.

allay® sleep sofa + amigo table
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sleepToo occupies only 20 square feet of space while delivering the benefit of family interaction. 

Celebration dinners are effortless with the adjustable table where dad can also work or visit with 

guests. The sleep surface quickly and quietly converts with a pneumatic assist. And family or friends 

conveniently charge phones with the power option after sharing the news of the joyful addition.

sleepToo® sofa

allay® sleep sofa + amigo table
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Wieland sleep chairs conveniently transition from chair to sleep position ensuring a cozy, restful 

stay for any overnight guest when space is tight. Our sleep chairs have a chaise lounge position for 

ultimate comfort and relaxation, and are available in three widths.

capital versant

sleep chairs

accordTM
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Smooth and gentle, Wieland motion chairs soothe and ease the new baby back to sleep. The 

optional rear casters aid in safely moving chairs anywhere in the patient room. Ottomans are also 

available. 

wedgewood

motion chairs

laurelwood

tracehale
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highlights

Another option for a peaceful overnight stay, Wieland recliners’ many accessories include IV poles, footrests, 

pushbars and transfer arms. Moving patients safely becomes a breeze.

capital or versant glider
An ideal choice for a nursery, Wieland gliders’ gentle rocking motion, seamless styling, and hidden locking 

mechanisms make late night feeding a little easier. 

amari, accord™ or cove recliner

recliners and gliders
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hale and trace

perk, plyfold + smartrail®
Perk and Plyfold add temporary seating for visitors offering “congratulations”, then can be tucked away behind 

the door on the wall to save valuable space for staff. Available in wood or engineered resin to bolster infection 

prevention efforts.

A fresh, modern look, Trace and Hale patient chairs’ slim back and metal frame are designed for comfort and 

cleanability. The ottoman nests neatly beneath the seat when not in use.

guest & patient chairs
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